
ATS CONTINUING EDUCATION SEMINAR
2023 Mixed-Topics - Live In-Person - Columbus,

OH 
Thursday, November 09, 2023 

DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Columbus Downtown
- Cardinal Room

50 S. Front Street , Columbus, OH 43215
08:00 AM Welcome, Credits, and Certificates

08:10 AM An Architect's Guide to Head-of-Wall Joint Systems

Guide to dynamic and static joint protection for head-of walls. This course covers the
requirements for the intersection of partitions and floor systems.

Anthony M Stazzone
Marino\Ware Provider #: J835
AIA #:MW003-22 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

09:10 AM Profile Solutions

Profiles provide a smooth, seamless transition whether installing as a project necessity or to
create a decorative flair. Join us in this one-hour course as we explore how these small metal
workhorses solve challenges such as edge protection and expansion joints, provide safety by
increasing visibility and slip resistance, and increase aesthetics by adding a sophisticated
finish. Our discussion will include ADA Considerations, examine green building certifications,
and conclude with case studies. After this course, participants will be able to expound on in
detail the variety of profile solutions that meet an array of transition challenges.

Rhyal Knight
Küberit USA - TMT America Provider #: 40107439
AIA #:AIAKUB08012023 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

10:10 AM Break

10:20 AM Codes & Standards Related to Hollow Metal Doors & Frames

In our industry, we are challenged every day to deliver quality products and services in a
timely manner. Details are quite often making the difference between a successful project and
costly mistakes. This presentation will give you an added confidence when selecting,
specifying and approving hollow metal doors and frames in regards to the above codes and
standards.

René Bouchard
De La Fontaine Provider #: T288
AIA #:3CodesHMDF22 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

11:20 AM How It’s Made: Today’s PVC

PVC products have been around for 100 years. They’re common in the construction industry
because of their durability and long life. But old PVC manufacturing practices still cause
concern for some of today’s specifiers. This course will address those concerns head-on.
We’ll talk about today’s manufacturing processes and how recycling is transforming the
industry. You’ll see how PVC resin becomes a strong and beautiful product using the example
of vinyl fencing. With the understanding of today’s regulations, collaboration, and green-
building practices, you’ll have the confidence to specify today’s PVC products.

Taylor Coley
Barrette Outdoor Living Inc. Provider #: J696
AIA #:HIMPVC0523 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920028037

12:20 PM Lunch



01:10 PM Specifying Vinyl and Aluminum Railing Systems

This course provides an understanding of vinyl and aluminum railing systems including
components and assembly. We’ll review ADA-compliance requirements for the graspable
handrail and code requirements specific for rail systems, dictated by the ICC. We’ll discuss
the common benefits of vinyl and aluminum railings including safety, durability, low
maintenance, high strength, and flexible design. The environment-conscious elements of
these railing systems including materials selection, manufacturing processes, and LEED
contribution will be described. Lastly, this course provides ideas and applications appropriate
for vinyl and aluminum railing systems.

Taylor Coley
Barrette Outdoor Living Inc. Provider #: J696
AIA #:Vinyl23 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

02:10 PM Break

02:20 PM Integrally Troweled Cure & Polished Concrete Floors
This course is a discussion of the method used to create a polished concrete floor during the 
concrete finishing process.
Marty Laslo
Green Umbrella Provider #: 40107769
AIA #:AIACESGU103-21 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

03:20 PM Architectural & Security, Gate & Fencing Systems

This course illustrates how architectural gate and fencing systems can be designed to meet
modern security and design requirements while harmonizing with their surrounding
environment. Fencing and gate systems are discussed in terms of their composition,
materials, coatings, finishes, and performance in interior and exterior applications.

Greg Marchione
Ametco Manufacturing Corporation Provider #: 
AIA #:T-270 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

04:20 PM End


